
9 PRACTICE TIPS
ON LISZT’S “FEUX FOLLETS”
JEFFREY BIEGEL - INSTRUCTOR

• Practice the keeping the upper voice legato while playing the lower voice staccato.


#1

Tips 1 through 4 are for the infamous double-note passage that starts in


 measure 18 and recurs throughout the piece.

• Try placing an accent on the second 

note of each group instead of the first.

#2

#3

• Biegel recommends 

practicing the groups of 

double-notes in a wide 

variety of rhythms. See the 

next page for the eight 

options that he 

demonstrates:

Watch the lesson

at tonebase.co

PRACTICE COMPANION
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• Practice rhythms for measure 18 and similar passages:

#3, continued



• To capture the dolce and tranquillo character, practice the 

double-note passages in Josef Lhévinne’s “four speeds” – from 

slow motion up through nearly performance tempo. Try setting 

your metronome at approximately 48, 60, 90, and finally 110 for 

each group of four thirty-second notes.

#4
Watch the lesson


at tonebase.co

• For large left-hand jumps like those in 

measure 29, practice making the jump 

an octave larger than Liszt asks for. By 

exaggerating the difficulty, playing it as 

written will seem easier.

#5

• In measure 74, emphasize the top voice as much as possible in slow practice.


At the same time, keep the lower voice light.

#6
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• Tip #8 is similar to #7, but refers to  

measures 92-96: 


1. Stopping after a jump.


2. Accenting the second notes.

#8

• The add-a-note method: with any difficult passage, start by playing only the first 

note, and methodically add one note at a time until you’ve worked through the 

whole passage.  This helps build in more repetitions but still keeps your mind 

engaged. Hint: you can also use this method starting from the end of a passage!

#9 stop on these

#7

• Three ways to land the jumps in measures 84-90 accurately:


1. Practice stopping briefly after landing a jump. Stops work like this: 

play the notes leading up to a leap, land on the note, stop briefly, 

then replaying the note and continue until you land the next leap 

2. Play it with the rhythm as written, but accent the note after the 

leap, and gradually increasing the speed.


3. Play it all staccato.
stop on these F-sharps,


then replay them and start the next group

accent these Es

accent these


